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Hello everyone, thank you for taking the time to attend this session on how Newforma can streamline your Document issuing process.My name is James Cooke and I’m a Business Solutions Consultant for Newforma, what I’m going to run through in today’s presentation are challenges that I have encountered first hand working for Architectural practices in past.Working with numerous companies in the AEC industry we see common daily challenges and we’ve taken time to work with companies to understand those challenges to create effective Document management processes.
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MANUAL DATA ENTRY
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One common challenges is the manual input of data entry into traditional drawing registers that many companies still manually fill in it seems as it’s a standard requirement for many contractors. To fill in a drawing register in principle seems relatively straight forward but it still has it’s struggles, human error can often creep in when the revision is entered in the wrong cell or even the wrong revision can be entered from time to time and in some cases the register can be completely forgotten about. Especially as it seems, in my experience, drawing registers are filled in after the drawings are all prepared for issuance and often those drawings are prepared up to the final hour. A way to automate this approach would save significant time and irradicate human error.
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FOLDER STRUCTURE ORGANISATION & QA
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To organise drawings and documents solely in a folder structure has it’s own challenges, the two approaches we often see is that companies save the documentation for a respective date into a folder with the corresponding date of issue followed by a small description, or all the drawings and documents are saved in a single (big bucket) folder with the filename of each document referenced with a suffix of a revision and in some cases suitability code.Over the course of the project the amount of folders and files increases exponentially and dated folders can be crossed referenced against drawing registers to find a drawing/document revision, just along as the relative drawing register has filled in correctly. In a single folder approach filtering is very limited and searching for the file can take a long time. Another issue that crops up is that sometimes in a project files are not always saved in the correct location and retrieving this information can required resource and effort.Naturally when there is an overwhelming amount of folders and files we tend to see companies create a current folder which contains the latest revisions of all the issuing documentation and when a drawing/document has been superseded this will be placed in a superseded folder. These folders are populated manually and requires the project team member to place the document from the folder structure into the current folder and the previous version is placed into the superseded folder. This process encounters human error as after documents are issued and a drawing register is prepared to then add the documents in manually requires concentration and effort.When issuing documentation on a deadline day, to prepare the information and then manually updating drawing registers and manually moving documents in folder structures to then include QA into this approach can be overbearing but QA is an importantly part as contractors, PM’s, clients, will reject drawings is any mistakes are picked up and in knowing this, how many times have you heard ‘just issue this information out’ knowing that the corrections will have to happen anyhow.A way to avoid moving documents, to centrally locate information including each revision easily and have time to QA information would avoid resubmitting information.
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WORKFLOWS
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I’ve dealt with those challenges first hand when I worked in Document management/Information management and the team I worked in were solely in charge of maintaining the latest versions of documents in a folder structure and we found it almost impossible working with the processes I just ran through.Newforma can help to alleviate that time and effort in helping to automate some of those processes I mention and to create a structure that makes finding information easy with a couple of clicks so that time can be taken on QA processes & workflows to limit the reissuing of information.The other great aspect we’ve been working on with companies is being able to automate metadata and file creation that can be issued to a CDE platforms/Project Extranets.We often see companies working in Revit and we have a connector with Revit and also Revit that can be linked to our document management system that links to your folder structure whether that’s a file server or sharepoint, etc. We can synchronise parameter data from Revit along with PDF and DWG file and apply the correct file-name to the files as required by the contractor then we can 
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We’ve done a lot of work with companies in advising them on the best processes and how Newforma can drastically help them.
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